Chester Raccoon and the Acorn Full of Memories by Audrey Penn

A Very Comforting Message Of Acceptance And Faith That Children Age 4-8 Will Respond To

This title is an important addition to the Chester Raccon/Kissing Hand series on life issues for children. Mrs. Raccoon helps Chester and his friends deal with the death of their friend by teaching them to make memories together. Many children must face the loss of someone close and the accompanying funeral, and this book will help them prepare for that experience and understand the positive aspects of memorializing loved ones.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
"Chester Raccoon and the Acorn Full of Memories" is a book to help children explore and accept, and integrate the incomprehensible experience of losing a friend forever. Chester's mother helps him and his friends work on combining their memories of their friend, Skiddel Squirrel, who has suffered an accident and will not be returning to play with them again. Chester and his brother Ronny and all their friends make a little ceremony at the pond, bringing back the acorn full of memories to help them remember their friend Skiddel. "Chester Raccoon and the Acorn Full of Memories" uses quiet conversations and gentle illustrations and natural images to deliver a very comforting message of acceptance and faith that children age 4-8 will respond to.
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